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About This Game

Designed solely for virtual reality (VR), Fractal brings first-person real-time combat to beautiful stylized VR vistas. Enter a
dazzling dimension where color is the lifeblood of all beings. Wielding a mysterious brush, you are granted the power to reshape
the world and fate of its denizens. Experience intuitive fast-paced combat inspired by the simple motion of painting. Master the

rhythmic flows of battles and vanquish foes to evolve your powers based on your playstyle. The world of Fractal awaits, how
will you forge its destiny?
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I initially got this game because I was impressed by the sleek visuals from the trailer. The gameplay is sort of like tilt brush
meets action game where you time enemy attacks and paint to block and counter them. Overall a lot of potential, but have to see
if the developers can excute all the planned features.. slow
repetitive
boring

cool artwork, but...
yeah i wouldnt recommend it
its basically like BROOKHAVEN EXPERIMENT for 3 year olds
colored squares float towards you from all sides, choose the matching color to paint them so they explode
thats it...
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